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PREFACE
In March 2021, the Town of Pepperell created and appointed the Invasive Plant Advisory Committee. The
Committee was tasked to address several recommendations in the Town's Master Plan, one of which is to
provide educational information on the importance of using native plantings. The result is this document.
This Guide will provide residents, developers and landscapers with native plant lists and basic information on
how to begin to better protect and preserve our environmental assets by incorporating more sustainable
landscapes in our town.
This is not intended to provide a comprehensive document on the topic of native plants. It is our hope that the
Guide will inspire readers to begin by taking small steps forward towards landscapes that will sustain future
generations to come. For those who want to know more, we have included a list of recommended additional
reading. There are also many other resources and photos to help make native plant selections that are suitable
for home and municipal gardens.
Each one of us can help to support our ecosystems beginning in our own backyards.
Town of Pepperell, Invasive Plant Advisory Committee
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WHY GROW NATIVE PLANTS?
Native plants are those that have evolved with local wildlife in a region over thousands of years along with the
local environmental conditions. Generally, these are the plants that grew in our area before the Colonists came.
Our ecosystems benefit from native plants by stabilizing soils, filtering water, purifying air and supporting
wildlife. Insects, birds, and mammals depend on native plants for food, cover, and nesting sites.
Native plants are more sustainable than the often familiar "exotics" found in most home landscapes. They
require less water; a significant benefit as we are facing significant droughts. They don't need supplemental
fertilizers, spraying or winter mulch. There is also a great variety of native plants that are quite beautiful and
suitable for many different garden conditions.

A FEW THINGS WE CAN EACH DO1
1. REMOVE INVASIVE SPECIES
Invasive plants impact the ecosystem’s ability to function. If every property owner removed the worst invasives on
their property it would help. Find more information on this on our town website, accessed through the QR code on the
cover page.
2. DO NOT SPRAY OR FERTILIZE

One of the most impactful yet simple actions toward making our home landscape more sustainable and safer
is to think critically about chemical use in our yards. If we are to be truly responsible citizens who care about
the environment and our delicate ecosystems, we must stop, think and research the potential consequences.
Some commonly-used yard chemicals can be poisonous and pose a danger to many beneficial insects,
animals, pets and people, especially children.
Fertilizers are also unnecessary. Creating soils that are rich in organic matter is entirely sufficient for healthy
plants. If you can't bring yourself to totally eliminate chemical use in your yard, consider reducing usage, or
use safer, alternative methods. For starters, here are a few helpful articles:
Protecting Bees and Other Pollinators from Pesticides
Reduce the Need for Pesticides and Herbicides
An Earth-wise Guide to Product Toxicity Ratings
3. PLANT FOR SPECIALIST POLLINATORS AND KEYSTONE GENERA

Many native pollinator species specialize on particular plant groups when gathering pollen for their larvae or
laying eggs. It is essential that we meet their needs in our pollinator gardens. Some native plants are known
as keystone plants, and form the backbone of local ecosystems. Landscapes that contain one or more species
from keystone genera promote a more successful food web2, even if the diversity of other plants is very high.
Keystone Native Trees: Oaks, cherries, willow, birch, elm
1
2

excerpts from NATURE’S BEST HOPE, by Doug Tallamy

Food web: A food web consists of all the food chains in a single ecosystem. Each living thing in an ecosystem is part
of multiple food chains. Each food chain is one possible path that energy and nutrients may take as they move through the
ecosystem. All of the interconnected and overlapping food chains in an ecosystem make up a food web. (National Geographic
definition)
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Keystone Native Plants: Asters, goldenrods, native sunflowers, blueberries
4. SHRINK YOUR LAWN
Turfgrass offers no ecological benefit whatsoever. There are over 40 million acres of lawn across the United
States; or equivalent to the size of all of New England. In the US, we use 30% of our potable water, dump
about 30 tons of pesticides and 3 million tons of fertilizer each year to keep our lawns green. Lawns are
simply not suited to our climate. Although lawns provide valuable open space to play and run, we also need
to consider that they are essentially ecological deadscapes, often loaded with chemicals and few organisms.
There are four basic reasons to reduce the size of your lawn.
• To help sustain a viable food web
• To sequester carbon in our soil much more effectively
• To support diverse pollinator communities
• To manage watersheds more effectively
Think about how you might reduce the area that is now lawn. Reduce lawn size by a third, or a half;
create walkways and paths to showcase and define a new garden bed, or a tree grove. Start by planting a
very small area, leaving enough green grass for your paths and recreational use. It doesn’t matter how
small or how large your plantings are; what‘s most important is that you get started. Let some of your
lawn go wild and see what interesting plants make their way into your yard. We live in a diverse world,
and our yards should be a reflection of this. Here are some great lawn alternatives, or low-growing plants
that add color, diversity and interest to your lawn. Most of these can be mowed at 3" high mower setting.
Wild strawberry
Native violets
Self-Heal/Heal All
Barren strawberry
Bearberry
Three-toothed cinquefoil
Pennsylvania sedge
Bluets
Learn more on lawn reduction and alternatives at:Healthyyards.org or HomegrownNationalPark.org
5. LEAVE THE LEAVES
Park your leaf blower and give yourself a break from the rake! To understand why you should leave
the leaves, it's useful to understand the role leaves play in the “food web” that sustains all living
things. Let’s start with plants. The most important job that plants have is to capture energy from the
sun and turn it into food. When an insect eats a little bit of a plant’s leaves, it captures the energy
stored in the leaf and that insect becomes a source of food and energy for what eats it, say a bird. This
is an example of the “food web,” and one of the most important contributors to bird food webs are
caterpillars.
Caterpillars develop on the leaves of our plants. Most spend the winter as a pupa or wrapped up in a
very tight cocoon. A lot of cocoons and pupa are rolled up in the leaves that drop to the ground. If we
rake up the leaves and burn or mulch them or put them out for the trash, we’re throwing away much of
the life just created. You can make your own mulch by running over the leaves in your yard with the
lawn mower, which expedites decomposition.
The leaves that stay on your property will return the nutrients that were taken up by the trees’ roots in
the spring back to the soil so the tree gets to use them again the following year. Leaves are also the
perfect mulch. Normal leaf fall is 2-3” and will not hinder growth of even the most delicate of plants.
Leaf litter is the perfect protection for our soil community, which then encourages our plants and root
growth. Leaves also encourage carbon sequestration and deposition by roots, which is an extremely
valuable ecosystem service these days! If you feel the need to rake the leaves off your lawns, consider
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pushing them off to the edge of your yard, or leave some of them behind to break down and naturally
enrich your soil.
6. PLANT NATIVE PLANTS
Consider incorporating more native plants in your yard. You can still keep some of your favorite
ornamentals, but an achievable goal would be to strive for 70% native plantings. This will attract more
wildlife and help maintain a healthier yard and ecosystem.
Think about where you can add a small patch of good pollinator plants, a “pocket garden.” Pocket
gardens can be located almost anywhere and shaped in attractive contours that take advantage of
unused spaces in your yard. They can be small and still provide pollen and nectar for flower visitors as
well as nectar and host plants for monarchs and other butterflies. There is a new pocket garden
currently being installed in the front lawn of the Lawrence Library. Drop by and get some planting
ideas.
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Let's Get Started!
The following section provides several lists of plants that are native to New England, divided by major types
(trees, shrubs, flowers, etc.). These plants are identified by an "X" in the column titled "NE Native." Also
included are some plants that are native a little south or west of our region, but have become acclimated to
our area. It is likely that climate change will result in these species slowly moving northward.
There are hundreds of native plants to choose from; our lists are not all-inclusive. What is included are the
more popular native species found at our local native plant nurseries and those that have been proven to
thrive in home landscapes and are host plants or otherwise valuable food sources for our native pollinators. If
you are uncertain about whether a plant is native to our area, and it's not on our list, you can look it up on the
Native Plant Trust's easy-to-use database at: https://gobotany.nativeplanttrust.org.
The plant lists provide information on growing conditions, size and bloom season, so you can plan for color
or interest throughout the year. The "features" column will tell you what is good for a hedge or privacy
screen, what is drought or salt tolerant, and more
Before you begin, consider the following:
• What are the light conditions on your property? Do you get full sun (6 or more hours a day), mixed,
or perhaps your yard is mostly shade? There are native plants well-suited to all conditions.
• Is your soil dry and sandy or moist and rich? Choosing the plants that are most suitable to your
natural conditions will ensure better gardening success.
• Look around your yard or neighborhood and see what native plants are already happily growing
there. This is a good indication that more of the same plants will thrive in your yard also.
• Is the plant that is attracting you truly suitable to the area you want to plant it? For instance, if you are
planting below power lines, you do not want to pick a tree that will grow into it; instead consider a
shrub or an understory tree. If you want privacy and are thinking white pines might be nice, they
actually drop their lower branches as they mature. Some plants are aggressive spreaders, and while
they can be useful to cover large disturbed areas quickly, you may not want to include them in a
formal flower bed.
• Take your time planning, have fun making plant selections, and know that gardening with native
plants not only gives you joy, but also is a great way to support wildlife and our ecosystem.
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TREES
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Trees (Cont)
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Tree Photos
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SHRUBS & VINES
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Shrubs & Vines (Cont)
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Shrub & Vines Photos
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FERNS & GRASSES
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Ferns & Grasses Photos
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GROUNDCOVERS
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Groundcovers Photos
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PERENNIALS FOR SUNNY LOCATIONS
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Perennials for Sunny Locations (cont)
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Sunny Locations Plant Photos
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PERENNIALS FOR PART SUN - PART SHADE
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PERENNIALS FOR PART SUN - PART SHADE (CONT)
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Part Sun - Part Shade photos
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PERENNIALS FOR PART SHADE - SHADE
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Part Shade / Shade Photos
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WHERE TO BUY NATIVE PLANTS

Before you purchase native plants, consider the following:
1. Collecting wild plants. Removing or cutting plants of any type is not allowed on public lands,
and in some cases, it is illegal and fines may apply. For private properties, you must have
permission of the property owner. Wild collecting is discouraged as it may be detrimental to
local populations, but salvage from sites undergoing development, with owner permission, can
be considered.
2. Speaking with Garden Centers. When speaking with garden center personnel, if they cannot
provide you with the information on items 3 and 4 below, then they are probably not
knowledgeable about native plants and you should find
another employee or place to shop.
3. Select plants that are native to the New England
ecoregion (see map). Plants that evolved here along with
the wildlife and are the most beneficial. They may be better
able to withstand local weather and climate extremes while
providing more resources for local wildlife. Check to see if a
plant is native to our ecoregion on the Native Plant Trust's
GoBotany site, at https://gobotany.nativeplanttrust.org. Type
the plant name in the search bar and scroll down to the
map to see if the plant is native to the New England
ecoregion.
4. Avoid purchasing cultivars. When purchasing native plants, ask for "straight species" plants,
not cultivars. A cultivar is a plant that has been modified by humans to produce different bloom
color or size, leaf color or height. Recent studies show that changing flower color and shape
can have significant impact on pollinators. Cultivars are clones, and decrease diversity in the
plant gene pool. Cultivars are easily recognizable if the plant tag has a name in quotes that
follows the plant name (e.g., Coneflower/Echniacea "White Swan" of Black-eyed
Susan/Rudbeckia "Goldsturm")
Mail Order

Extensive Selection, but a little drive

Izel Plants

Native Plant Trust, Framingham MA

Toadshade Wildflower Farm

Bigelow Nurseries, Northboro, MA

Bagley Pond Perennials

Blue Stem Natives, Norwell, MA

Wild Seed Project

New England Wetland Plants, Amherst, MA

Prairie Moon Nursery

Bagley Pond Perennials, Warner, NH

Fedco Seeds

Oakhaven Sanctuary, Reading, MA

Close to Home; limited selection

Rolling Green Nursery, Greenland, NH

Mason Hollow Nursery, Mason, NH

Helia Native Nursery, West Stockbridge, MA

Rob's Gardens, Littleton, MA

Earth Tones Native Plant Nursery, Woodbury, CT

Turkey Hill Brook Farm, Spencer, MA

Foundwell Farm, Pembroke, NH

Central Mass Gardens, Lunenburg, MA` Lady Fern Farm, Worcester, MA
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RESOURCES TO PLAN YOUR NATIVE PLANT GARDEN
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RECOMMENDED READING
Ecology/Environmental Issues
Bringing Nature Home; How you can sustain wildlife with native plants, Douglas W. Tallamy, 2009
Description: A compelling and essential guide for increasing biodiversity in your garden.
Nature's Best Hope: A New Approach to Conservation That Starts in Your Yard, Douglas W. Tallamy, 2020
Description: How to transform your own yard, talk to your neighbors, schools, and local government about
connecting one biodiverse yard to another to build wildlife corridors.
Noah's Garden: Restoring the Ecology of Our Own Back Yards, Sarah Stein, 1993
Description: The ecological history of suburbia and the necessity of good stewardship of the land stolen from
prairies and forests to make our back yards.
Classification of the Natural Communities of Massachusetts, Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife,

Westborough, MA. Swain, P. C. 2020.
Description: Downloadable publication for classification of the natural communities of Massachusetts
provides a basis for discussing and conserving the diversity of our types of natural communities and the
species they support.

Native Plant Horticulture and Garden Design
Native Plants for New England Gardens, Mark Richardson and Dan Jaffe, 2018
Description: An essential guide to growing NE native plants, with 100 native flowers, ground covers, shrubs,
ferns, and grasses, along with practical growing information and beautiful color photography.
The Green Garden, Ellen Sousa, 2011
Description: A great book by a local author for novice native plant gardeners, providing instructions on
planning habitat gardens and selecting plants for wildlife value. Includes an extensive annotated
plant list for every type of garden.
The Living Landscape, Designing for Beauty and Biodiversity in the Home Garden, Rick Darke & Doug
Tallamy, 2014
Description: A best seller and book for serious native plant gardeners, that closes the gap between
conservation theory and homeowners' practical applications for designing a healthy landscape. Includes
helpful list of the benefits of various plants.
Garden Revolution, Larry Weaner and Thomas Christopher, 2016
Description: A landscape designer and a horticulturist provide a revolutionary approach to gardening by
partnering with nature to create beautiful gardens. Includes many beautiful photographs.
The New England Wild Flower Society Guide to Growing and Propagating Wildflowers of the United States
and Canada, William Cullina, 2000
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Description: A classic. More than a thousand species of flowers are discussed in great depth and pictured,
with thorough information on native habitat, cultural requirements, propagation, and design considerations.
There are also lists of plants ideal for specific situations and with certain characteristics.
Native Trees, Shrubs, and Vines: A Guide to Using, Growing, and Propagating North American Woody
Plants, William Cullina, 2002
Description: Over 1000 species are covered, information includes culture, uses, attraction to wildlife, and
propagation methods. Color photographs complement the text. The final section explains propagation
methods in general, then gives detailed information, by genus, on the best way to propagate each.
Appendixes include plants for specific sites/uses, native alternatives to potentially invasive exotic species.

Pollinators
Attracting Native Pollinators, The Xerces Society & Dr. Marla Spivak, 2011
Description: This book covers a wide range of topics for anyone interested in pollinators and sound
environmental land practice. Good for both beginners and experts.
Pollinators of Native Plants, Heather Holm, 2014
Description: A guide to pollinators with beautiful photographs of many beneficial pollinators along with easy
charts showing bloom times, range, habitat, and characteristics of flowers that attract pollinators.

Native Plant Identification Guides
Wildflowers of New England, Ted Elliman and New England Wild Flower Society, 2016
Description: A guide with descriptions and photographs of thousands of the region’s most important
wildflowers both native and naturalized.
Newcomb's Wildflower Guide, Lawrence Newcomb, 1977
Description: This illustrated field guide has been around for years and is still widely used by both amateur
and expert field botanists. Has an easy-to-use key to identify plants.
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